Print Advertisements – Real Estate Developer Trammel Crow
EYEBROW HEAD:

“. . . .Vow and dedicate yourself to achieve, to achieve.”
--Trammell Crow

HEAD: These are the kind of people who got us where we are today.
PHOTOS: Trammell Crow-Indianapolis Staff
It took a lot of hard work for Trammell Crow to build his company to where it is today. Along the
way, he had the good sense to partner with people who shared the same qualities he had become
known for – innovation, enthusiasm, dedication, and creativity.
Trammell Crow – Indianapolis is proof his formula for success still works. We’ve built a team
made up of the city’s top players in commercial real estate – the heavy hitters, you might say. All
professionals who know the business, know the market and know the value of quality
construction, management and customer service. All good people who are a lot like Trammell
Crow. Lucky for them. Lucky for you.

EYEBROW HEAD: “When you know a community and an industry, you know better what is
going to be needed and where, when, and how.”
-- Trammell Crow
HEAD: It’s the kind of thinking that got us where we are today.
Back in the late 40’s, Trammell Crow set the real estate industry on its ear by redesigning the way
warehouse and office space was built. Unsightly docks to the back, offices with windows to the
front, landscaping and interior details for warmth. It was a radical idea, making work surroundings
more pleasant. Our ever-growing list of developments is proof that even a radical idea can prove
itself over time. North by Northwest Business Park and Crosspoint Industrial Center are
both expanding to offer Indianapolis over 400,000 square feet of new flex and distribution space.
Construction is underway, with both locations ready for occupancy by fall.
Trammell Crow has always had a way of knowing what the market wants. How else do you
become the nation’s largest and most successful full-service real estate company?

